
From: 	 Smith, Brad (ODAG) 
To: 	 Hoover, VVilliam J. (ATF); L . 	ATF 	(ATF) 
CC: 	 Chait, Mark R. (ATF); Michalic, Mark (ODAG) 
Sent: 	 2/10/2011 11:21:44 PM 
Subject: 	 RE: Question 

ATF 

e, 
I just want to echo Billys comments on behalf of the DAGPIs shop. We really appreciate all 
your assistance (and all of Mark CJs help) with responding to Senator Grassley#s latest 
letter and with briefing the Senate Judiciary staff earlier today. We hear that you knocked it 
out of the park, and we are grateful for all your help. 

Thanks, 

Brad 

From: Hoover, William J. (ATF) 
Sent: Thursday, February 10, 2011 5:38 PM 
To: . 	ATF 	 :(ATF) 
Cc: Chait, Mark R. (ATF); Smith, Brad (ODAG); Michalic, Mark (ODAG) 
Subject: Question 

ATF 

Would you please provide a response to the following point from Senator GrassleyAs letter 
from yesterday? 

(-) 
nAccording to the whistleblowers, at least one gun dealer wanted to stop participating in 
sales like those to 1--;i —isometime around October 2009. However, the ATF allegedly encouraged 
the dealer to continue selling to suspected traffickers and asked the dealer to forward 

e, 
information about the sales to the Bureau.SI 

I know we discussed this upon your return from the briefing. I would just like for you to put 
the comments in a narrative so that we can forward to ODAG. 

Thank you for your work on this issue for the past week. I greatly appreciate the manner in 
which you conduct business. I hope you know that you are an integral part of this team and we 
would be in a world of hurt without you! 

Thank you again; ATF 

DOJ-FF-06011 



Billy 

William J. Hoover 

Deputy Director 

Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms & Explosives 

0) 202-i 	ATF 

******* NOTICE: This electronic transmission is confidential and intended only for the 
person(s) to whom it is addressed. If you have received this transmission in error, please 
notify the sender by return e-mail and destroy this message in its entirety (including all 
attachments). 
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